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• Goal: Establish a capability to perform in-pile thermal 
property measurements under prototypic conditions for 
materials of interest

• Participants (2019)
– Austin Fleming, Colby Jensen, Kurt Davis (INL)
– Courtney Hollar, Dave Estrada, Ralph Budwig (BSU)

• Background: Previous work has established                     
the thermal conductivity needle probe based                     
on the transient line source method.
– Technique determines sample thermal conductivity             

through a simplified data reduction algorithm, but                
requires a specific set of assumptions

– These assumptions cannot always be satisfied under      
prototypic conditions

Project Overview
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• Multi-layered analytic thermal model developed

• Model enables:
– Finite sample sizes
– Contact resistance
– Accounts for probe geometry

• Finite element model results were                            
compared to the analytic model

Accomplishments
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• A variety of sample material and 
sizes were experimentally 
tested and analyzed

• Thermal contact resistance 
variations were tested using 
thermal grease at probe 
interface

Accomplishments

• Sensitivity Analysis was conducted 
for each thermal parameter
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• Developed and experimentally tested a 
frequency-domain configuration for the 
needle probe 

• Published a journal article 
documenting time domain results.

• Drafted a journal article documenting 
frequency domain results.

Accomplishments
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• Provides information about the thermal properties or 
conditions of in-pile nuclear materials.

• Existing in-pile thermal property measurements are very 
limited (centerline TC,) 

• This technology has the potential to provide information on 
several phenomena of interest: 
– Fuel Thermal Conductivity (burn-up dependent)
– Gap Conductance/Pellet Cladding Mechanical Interaction (PCMI)
– Other thermal performance parameters

Technology Impact
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• Techniques were established to use with the thermal 
conductivity needle probe to account for finite sample 
sizes and a thermal contact resistance between the 
probe and sample

• Experimentally validated these models/techniques using 
both time-domain and frequency domain approaches

• The probe shows high potential for providing accurate in-
pile thermal property measurements

For more information contact Austin.fleming@inl.gov

Conclusions
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